STARS OF WEEK 10  Responsibility

Ava Pianta for constantly demonstrating to our class and the school what a responsible student she is

Marco Radomiljac Marco can be relied upon to do the “right thing” at all times. You are a great asset to our class.

Lexi Osborne thank you Lexi for the wonderful choices you make. You lead by example and are a valued member of the class.

Charlotte Taylor for consistently making great choices. You are a terrific example to others.

Joel Leech For taking responsibility for his learning and having a go at writing using the phonemes he knows.

Mason Goodridge has a responsible attitude towards learning and is always prepared for each day.

Ella McNeven for being such a responsible class member and a great role model for others.

Matthew Watt for taking responsibility for your learning. You’re always on task and working hard!

Ruby Membry for making great choices in class. You are a fantastic role model.